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CHOOSING
DINING TABLE SIZES
SHAPES AND SEATING NUMBERS

ISSUE 1.0.0//

HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN IS SIT
AROUND MY NEW DINING TABLE?
We are often asked by clients as to how many people or
chairs can they can fit around a chosen table? This will
vary depending on the size and style of table and also the
style of chair you choose. This useful guide will help you
determine the correct size of table you will need.
The number of people you seat around a table can normally be worked out roughly from the size of the table top,
however it is always a good idea to consider a number of
factors to make sure the choice is right for you. It’s always
good to start with table shape, think about what shape
will work in your room. Sometimes circular or oval tables
can offer slightly more space in the room but still accommodate the same amount of people as the rectangular or
square version.
The position of the table legs can also play a part in determining the seating numbers. Central columns offer the
most space around the perimeter of the table, while more
traditional legs, positioned on the edge, can offer more
space underneath.
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Its also always good consider your proposed chair sizes as
these can vary depending on design and shape. If in doubt
don’t worry just contact one of our design team and they will
be on hand to help out.
Use the diagrams shown on the following pages to help you
to establish the correct size of table for your home. The first
diagram shows the number of seats (on the right) that can
comfortably be arranged around the size of table top as
drawn on the left hand side of the diagram.
Remember: Our design team are always on hand to help
out if you have a question or you would like some advice.
Please call 0121 236 6637 or
email info@glassdomain.co.uk
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TABLE SIZE/SEATING QUICK REFERENCE - RECTANGLE

4-6 PEOPLE

2000mm

1800mm

1600mm

As chair sizes
can vary remember to measure
your chair width
when considering
seating plans to
make sure everything fits. Our
chair sizes are
based on a width
of 460mm.

2500mm

6-8 PEOPLE

3200mm

TABLE SIZE
(AS VIEWED FROM ABOVE)

Table Length - 1400mm

GOOD
TO
KNOW!

8-10 PEOPLE
10-14 PEOPLE

TABLE SIZE/SEATING QUICK REFERENCE - CIRCULAR

TABLE SIZE
(AS VIEWED
FROM ABOVE)

1800mm

1600mm

1400mm

1200mm

900mm

Table Diameter
650mm

8-10 PEOPLE

6-8 PEOPLE

4-6 PEOPLE

2-4 PEOPLE

TABLE SIZE/SEATING QUICK REFERENCE - OVAL

As chair sizes
can vary remember to measure
your chair width
when considering
seating plans to
make sure everything fits. Our
chair sizes are
based on a width
of 460mm.

4-6 PEOPLE

1800mm

1600mm

TABLE SIZE
(AS VIEWED
FROM ABOVE)

Table Length - 1400mm

GOOD
TO
KNOW!

2200mm

2000mm

6-8 PEOPLE

800mm
900mm
1000mm
1100mm
1300mm

8-10 PEOPLE
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CALL US
TELEPHONE

0121 236 6637 (MON-FRI 9AM-5PM)

SHOP ON-LINE
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

WWW.GLASSDOMAIN.CO.UK

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
SHOWROOM
(BY APPOINTMENT)

199 WARSTONE LANE,
THE JEWELLERY QUARTER,
BIRMINGHAM, B18 6JR

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER

FACEBOOK.COM/GLASSDOMAIN
TWITTER.COM/GLASSDOMAIN

